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It had been conjectured that for any local ring, differential simplicity shotrId 
imply regularity. However, examples of non-regular local rings that contain: the 
rational numbers and are d-simple for a certain derivation d ham been con- 
structed in [7], [3] and [5]. Also, in characteristic I/ + 0 examples of non-regular 
local rings that are D-simple for a certain Hasse-Schmidt derivation D have been 
constructed in [2]. Aii these examples have E4ension one, or are polynomial 
rings over rings of dimension one; in particular, all of them are Cohen-Macaulay. 
In Section 1 of this paper, the conjecture that differential simplicity should 
imply Cohen-Macaulayness is shown to be false in any characteristic. We 
construct a two-dimensional local domain of arbitrary charak;ikstic that contains 
a field and that is D-simple for a certain iterative Hasse- Sctmridt derivation D. 
but that has grade one, hence that is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
In Section 2, for a local ring (R, M) of arbitrary characteristic that is L&simple 
for a set 9 of Hasse-Schmidt derivations, WC study the connectIan between the 
grade of R and the set of prime divisors of (0) in the completion k. We show that 
grade (R) = 1 if and only if there exists a (necessarily unique) prime divisor of (0) 
in I? of coheight one. As a consequence, we also obtain that the grade-one local, 
B-simple rings of dimension ~2 form a class of domains in the completion of 
which (0) has an embedded prime divisor (of coheight one). This gives an answer 
to a question of Nagata [lo], and adds to constructions given by Ferrand and 
Raynaud [4] and Broadmann and Rotthaus for embedded prime divisors of 
coheight ~2 [ 11. 
In Section 3, we prove that the henselization of a Hasse-Schmidt differentially 
simple local ring is also Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple. Then, we obtain that 
the hensekations of the local domains constructed in Section 1 are henselian locaL 
domains that are Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple, not Cohen-Macaulay and 
such that in their completion (0) has an embedded prime divisor of coheight one. 
This shows that, for arbitrary characteristic, Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple 
rings can hwe a pretty bad behaviour with respect to regularity, even if they are 
henselian. 
Notations and terminology 
A sequence of endomorphisms { 6,1},,o of a ring A is cal!ed a Hasse-Schmidl 
derivatioPz of A if S,, is the identity of A and if for every n 2 0, evely x:y E A we 
have: 
This implies immediately that, for every n 2 0, every z E A, every r 2 0, we 
have: 
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If furthermore the characteristic of .,4 is p # 0, we have: . 
0 if p does not divide n , 
(af(*))pr if fl = t. pr . 
A Hasse-Schmidt de1 ivatioc ( sI1 j,,?,, of a ring A is said to be iterative if for 
ever:; B J.U 22 d be have S,1 0 5,?, = ( nr Z ” )a,,, + II. 
The eollectiotr of all the Hasse-Schmidt derivations of A will be denoted by 
X$, ;G ). 
Let A be a ring, D := ( S,,),lrO a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of A, 5% a subset of 
%\A) and d an ideal of A. We shall write D(I) c I to mean that S,,(1) c I for every 
kz 2 0. when this happens, we say that I is a D-idea!. The ideal I is a %-ided if 
D(li G i ;10r every D E 5%. The ring A is %-simple if (0) and (1 j are the only 
5%ideals of A. We say that 1’; is %(A)-simple or Hasse-Schmidt differentially 
simple if (0) and ( 1) xr c r:hcz only %?(A j-ideals of A. 
Let i4 bBe a ring of charhcteristiz zeru that contains the rational numbers and I 
an ideai nsi A. If d is a derivation of A, then D : = (d”ln! )+,, is an iterative 
Hasse-Schmidt de&FGor: of ,4 and I is a id-ideal (i.e. d(l) c I) if and only if I is a 
$-idea!. Also, the Hz:.t~e-Sc?midt derivationr are compositds of derivations [6, p. 
12155 and A is differentially simple if and only if ,4 is Hasse-Schmidt differentially 
simple. Thu3, the study of differential ideals and of differential simplicity in this 
characteristic-zero context is part of the general study of Hasse-Schstiidt differen- 
tial ideals and Hasse-Schmidt differential simplicity. 
In this paper, a local ring (R, M) is a noetherian ring with M as unique rilaximal 
ideal. Whenever we talk about the completion of a local ring (R, M). we mean 
the M-adic complz tion. 
1. Non Cohe~db!acaulay 9 -simple rings 
In this section, we shall conqti-uct local domains that are D-simple but that are 
not Cohen-Macaulay. The construction is inspired bq [3] ani :S]. 
Lemma 1. Let F be a field, X a;~ indeterminate over F and Y,Z two elements of 
XF[ [ X]] that are algebraica?!v independerii over F(X). Let Bi = F[ [ X]) n F(X, Z), 
A = F[[X]] n F(X, Y, Z), B’ = B,[Y] and d = SiGZ : B’-+ F(X. Y. 2). Let R’ = 
{CV E B’ 1 d(a) E A) and R = R;._,“H.. Then R is n two-dirnensiorztl local domain . 
of grade one. 
Proof. Clearly, Xn = XF[[ X]] (1 A k the maximal ideal of A, and XA Ti R’ is d 
I)iitrre idi;al of R’. Thus R : = RkA nK’ is n quasi local domain. 
Let R, := Ia E B, 1 d;fl)E A}, By [5, Proposition 1, p. 4791, B, is the integral 
closure of R,. Then B’:= B![Y] is the integral closure of R,[ Y]; furthermore, 
since R,[ Y] ~1 H’ G ti’, w coilclude that B’ is the integral closure of R’. 
Clsarly, XB, is the maGrna1 ideal of the rank-one discrete lfa!uation ring R,, 
and it has h&&t one. The;;, , ‘X, Y)B’ is a maxima! idea! of B’, and it has height 
two; furt;;crmtir r:.. Gnce YE XF[[X]], we have (X, Y)B’ = XF[[X]] n B’ = 
XA r-I B’. 
Since X, YE R’, we have that (X, Y)B’ is the only prime idea! of B’ !ying over 
(X, Y)R’ n R’. j,, over XA fl R’. Since furthermore B’ is the integral c!osure of 
R’ we conciude th:i’ B : = B’ (X.Y)B’ is the integral closure of R := RkAnRs and that 
dia(R) = dim B = 2. 
We shall now show that the maxima! ideal of R is finitely generated. More 
precisely, -vet: shall show that XA n R’ = (X, Y, Z)R’. Since X, Y,Z E XF[[X]] n 
R’ = X,4 n R’, we already have (X, Y, Z)R’ c XA f! R’. For the other inclusion. 
let a E XF[[X]] fl R’. WC have d(a) E A = F + XA, hence d(cw) .- b = Xu with 
b E F, a E A, and therefore d(cr - bZ) = I - bd(Z) = d(a) - h = Xu E XA. 
Since (Y - bZ E B’, we conciude that cy - bZ E R’. Now, since R’ C R’ C F[ Y] + 
XB’, we can write (Y - 6Z = u + Xv with u E F[ Y] and u E B’. We claim that 
u E R’. Indeed, we have Xd(u) = d(Xu) = ~(LY - bZ - u) = d(a - bZ) E XA, 
hence d(u) E A and therefore, u E R’. Finally, u = (LY - bZ) - Xv E XA fl 
F[ I’] = YF[ Y] c YR’. 
Now. we shall show that if Q is a height-one prime idea! of B’ contained in 
C:X, Y)B’, then Bb= RhnR.. Since B’ 2 R’, it suffices to show that B’ C RbnRs. 
Let ti E B’. Since A is a rank-one valuation ring of F(X, Y, Z), since X,Y E XA, 
and Ca(cw) E F(X, Y, Z), then, for n big enough, we have X”d(cw) Er A and 
Y”d(a) E A, i.2. n(X”a) E A and d( Y”cy) E A, hence X”a! E R’ and Y”a E R’. 
Furthermore, since height(Q) = 1. we have Q s (X, YlB’, hence at least Xfl 
Q f7 R’ or YjE’Q n R’. Thus c;t f R;, where P = Q rl R’. 
Now, we shall show that R is uoetherian. For this, it suffices to show that every 
prime idea! of R’ contained in (X, Y, Z)R’ is finitely generated. 
Let 0 5 P 5 (X, Y, Z)R’ be a prime idea! of R’; it has height one since 
(X, Y, Z)R’ has height two. Since B’ is integral over R’, there e&s a prime ideal 
Q of B’ lying over P and contained in (X, Y)B’. Then, of course, Q has height 
one and, as seen before, we have Bh = I?;; in particular, Q is the only phime ideal 
of B’ lying over P. Since B’ = B,[ Y] with B, rank-one discrete valuation ring, 
then B’ is a U.F.D. Let q E B’ such that Q = qB’ and consider N := {a E 
B’ 1 aq f P = Q fl R’} = {a E B’ 1 aq E R’}. Clearly N is a R’-module, P = qN 
and in order to show that P is a finitely generated idea! of R’, it suffices to show 
that M is a iirGte!y generated R’-module. 
We have qN = PC R’, hence d(qfV) C A, i.e., qd(N) + d( q)N c A and 
d(N) C Aq-’ + Nd( q)q-’ C Aq-’ + Ad( q)q-‘. Since XE XA, there exists a 
positive integer k such that X”q -’ E A and X”d( q)q-’ E A, hence such that 
X”4N) C A. Choose k minima! for this last property. Then. there exists e E N 
such that X’d(e) E A!XA. and we have d(N) c d(e)A. We claim that N = 
F[X]e + (N n R’), hence also that N = R’e + (Nn R’). indeed, I:t CY E N; WC 
have d(ar)Ed(e)A, hence d(a)=d(e)a with aEA =F[X]+ X&A. Let CEFIX] 
such that CI - c E X’A. WC have d(a - c-2) = d(a) - cd(e) = (a -- c)d(e) E 
Xkd(e)A C A. hence a - ce E R’ 17 h’ and ar = ce + (a! - ce) E F[X]e + (N n R’). 
Thus N= R’e + (IV n R’) and, in order to show that N is a finitely generated 
R’-module, it suffices to show that N n R’ is a finitely generated ideal of R’. We 
claim that the radical of N n R’ is equal to (X, Y, 2 jR’. Indeed, let p E 
(X, Y, Z)R’ C XA. Choose a positive integer I such that X’d( q) E A. We have 
d(@qJ = Z@“d(())q + P’d( q) E A + X’d(q)A c A, hence P’CJ E R’, hence P’E 
N n R’. Now, since M : = (X, Y, Z)R’ is the radical of N n R’, there exists an 
integer r such that M’ c N n R’. The ring R’IM’ is noetherian since its only prime 
ideal MM’ is finitely generated by X, Y,Z. Thus (N n R’) lM’ is a finitely 
generated ideal of R’lM’. Since furthermore IV’ is a finitely genera!ized ideal of 
R’, we conclude that N 17 R’ is indeed a finitely generated ideal of R’. 
Thus, we have proved that R 15 3 two-dimensional local domain. We now will 
check that the grade of R is one. We have already seen that Q c-) P := Q n R 
establishes a bijection between the height-one prime ideals of B and the height- 
one prime ideals of R, and that 8, = R,. Since B is a noetherian integrally closed 
domain, the intersection of the (B,)‘s where Q runs through the set of the 
height-one prime ideals of B, is equal to B. Thus the intersection of the (RJs 
where P runs through the set of the height-one prime ideals of R, is equal to R. 
We claim that 2X-l E B\R. Indeed, 2X-l E B’c 63. NOW, suppose that 
ZX-‘ER=R’ * then, there exists TV R’, t$‘XA. such that tZX_’ E R’, XAI-IR” 
hence such that d(tZX-‘9 = td(ZX-*) + d(t)ZX-’ E A. Since d(&ZX-’ E A 
and since t is invertible in A, we obtain that d(ZX- ’ ) E A. i.e. X-’ E A which is 
absurd. Thus ZX-’ $ R and K # B. Thlrs, the intersection of the (R,)‘s where P 
runs through the set of the ~rc;g~~t-oz_ ~r,m~ ideals of R. I< ~,t equa! to R. This 
implies that the maximal ideal of R, that has height two, is the associated prime 
ideal of some (every) principal ideal of R [9, (33.89, p. IE]. Thus the grade of R 
is equal to one. Cl 
Lemma 2. Let p be a p+yle integer or zero. Then. there cxkt a field F of 
characteristic p, two elemerzts Y,Z E XF[ [ X]] that are u/g~b:;r:ica& indep :‘nkr,i 
OLW F(X) and an iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivation (a,, ),z_I, of Ff[X]] SIICIZ that: 
(1) s,,(F) C F for every 11 2 0, 
(2) 6,(X) = 1 and S,,(X) = 0 for every I! 2 2, 
(3) Sii(Y) E F, S,,(Z) E F for every n L 1. 
Proof. Case p =O. Let {Y,, Y?, . . a ; Z,. Z,. . . . } be a set of indeterminates over 
Q, and take F:=Q(Y,, Y,, . . . 4 Z,, Z,, . . .). Let X be another indeterminate 
over F. For cardinality reasons. for i = I, 2. . . . . ere exist m,.9i, E {!9? II : such 
that Z:= CT._, mjZiX’ and Y:= c:-, 12, Y,X’ are ;~lg,ebrai~*al!~ lPsr~*~fPtl$idCnt UE' i 
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F(X). Consider the derivation 6 of F[ [ A’]] defined by: S(Z,) = -(i + 
I)m,mi+,Zi+, for iz I, 6(Y,) = -(i + I)n,n,+lY,+I for i 2 1 and 6(X) = 1. Of 
course, for continuity reasons, for CT=,, LX’ E F[[X]], we have S(Cy-,, JJ’) = 
C,“_. 6( f,)X’ + C r=, i&X”-‘. Note that S( Y1= Y, and 6(Z) = 2,. For rz 2 0 let 
’ 41 = 6”ln!. It is clear that {~,I),.,--2(, is an iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivation of 
F[[X]] that satisfies the required conditions. 
Case p # 0. Let [F, be the field with p elements, { Y,, Y?, . . . ; Z,, Z,} a set of 
indeterminates over [F, and F : = IF JY, , Y*, . . . ; 2, , Z,, . . .). Let X be another 
indeterminate over F. For cardinality reasons, for i = 1,2, . . . , there exist 
Inj,ni E (0, I} such that 2 : = miZiXP’ and Y : = CT= 1 ni YiX” are algebraically 
independent over F(X). Consider the Hasse-Schmidt derivation { S,,},,,(, of 
F[[X]] defined bq 8Jf) = 0 for f E F and n 11, 6,(X) = 1 and 8,,(X) = 0 for 
n 22. For ~ix;-o JXi E F[[X]], we have S,,(~~=,, hXi) = 2]7__(, fiS,,(X’). Now, 
observe that 6,,,(Xp’) = (6r(X))p’, h ence that S,,(X”‘) = 1 and 6,,(Xp’) = 0 if 
r 2 2. Since we also have S,,(X”‘) = 0 if n is not multiple of pi, we obtain that 
S,i(X”‘) = 1 and S,,(X”!) = 0 for n # p’. Then, we &tain S,,(Z) = m,Zj, S,,,(.rl) = 0 
for every 12 2 1 that is not a power of p, and S,,( Y) = ni Yi: 5 6,,( Y) = 0 for every 
n 2 1 that is not a power of p. Clearly, (6,1},120 is iterative. Thus the Hasse- 
Schmidt derivation (S,, } ,1-s,, satisfies the required conditions. cl 
Theorem 3. Let p be a prime integer or zero. Then, there exists a dimeCoil-two, 
grade-one local domain of characteristic p that contains a field and that admits an 
iterative Hasse-Schmidt derivation D for which it is D-simple. 
Proof. Let F be the field of characteristic p, Y,Z the two elements of XF[[X]] 
that are algebraically independent over F(X) and { 6,r}ll z.. the Hasse-Schmidt 
derivation of F[[ X]] g iven by Lemma 2. Let B, = F[[X]] Cl F(X, Z), A = 
F[[X]] n F(X, Y, Z), B’ = BJY] and d = WZ : F(X, Y, Z)+ F(X, Y, 2). Let 
R’ = {a E B’ 1 d(a) E A} and R = RknnR,. By Lemma I, we know that R is a 
dimension-two, grade-one local domain. 
We shall show that {8,~},2~o is a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R. The con&t-ions 
(i), (2) and (3) that are satisfied by {6,r},lzi, imply that (;ii,l),l~o is &SO a 
Hasse-3:hrnidi cligi 1’~ ;!r,on of A and B’. Note that for every n L: 0 we have 
d”%(f)=4,04f) f or every f~ F, dG,,(X) = Qd(X), a,,od(Y) = dG,,(Y) 
and d 0 8.J Z) = G,, Q d(Z). It is then straightforward to check that dG,,( /3) = 
a,, cd(p) for every /3 E F(X, Y, Z). Let ~2 E R’, i.e., u E B’ such that d(a) E A. 
For every rl 2 0, we have S,,(a) E B’ and d@,,(a)) = &,(d(a)) E A, i.e., a&) E 
R’s Thus, {J,J,,;-I, is indeed a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R’, and consequently, 
also a I+sse-Schmidt derivation of the 1ocAization R = Rk,,,<,. 
Finally, we shall show that R is (S,, ),,,,,-simple. Let CY E R c A = F[[ X]] n 
F(X, Y. Z). We can write LY =. X% where u is unii in A and n an integer. We have 
6,&a) = ~,,[X”U) = (S,,(X”)ll + ,&,_ ,‘,,_ I 6,(X”),,_,(u) = kl + Xn, with a E A. Thus 
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6,,(a) is invertible in A, i.e. S,,(a)&+?.. But &,(a) E R skze LY E R. Thus 
6,,(a)E R\XA f-~ R, i.e. S,,(a) is invertible in R. Thus if 1’ is any ideal # (O),( 19, 
the Hasse-Schmidt derivation {a,,),, et) does not leave I invariant. Hence R is 
( S,I 1 ,,,,,-simple. U 
2. Formal prime divisors of a Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple local ring 
Lemma 4. Let (R, M 9 be a local ring and (k, h) its completion. Ler D be a 
Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R. Then D can be uniquely extended to a Hasse- 
Schmidt derivation of k 
Proof. Let D = (6,,},,_,,, be the given Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R. For every 
n= - 2, S,, is a continuous function, more precisely, for r 2 n and x, , . . . , x, E M, 
we have 8Jx1 - - . x,9 = &, +...+j,=,, 6j (x,9* l - S,r(x,9 E M’-” since for at least (r - 
n) indices i, we have j, = 0 and, S,,(Xi> = Xi. NOW, being continuous, S,, can be 
uniquely extended to a function S,, of k. Because of the continuity, it is clear that 
b = { 6,r),1i-0 is a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of k. Cl 
Lemma 5. Let A be a ring, M a prime ideal of A and 53 a fumily of Hasse- 
Schmidt derivations of A. Then, the biggest %-ideal contained in M is a prime 
ideal. 
Proof. If I and J are two %-ideals contained in AG, then it is clear that I + J is also 
a B-ideal. Thus, the unitiii tif all the g-ideals contained in M is the biggest 
B-ideal contained in M; call it Q. Let P be a minimal prime ideal of Q contained 
in M: such a prime .P is an associated prime of Q, hence is a Q-ideal by [2, 
Corollar, 2, p. 3651. Then, by the maximally 01 2, we obtain that Q = P is 
rz-ime. Cl 
Proposition 6. Let (R, M 9 be ti local ring and (k, k) its completion such that in k 
the ideal (09 has a prime divisor 9 of coheight one. Suppose thut 3 is a family of 
Hasse-Schmidt derivations of R such that D(M 9 g M for some D E CC Then: 
(a) P is the biggest 3 -ideal of k 
(b) P n R is the biggest % -idea.’ of R. 
(c) R is ‘%simple if (and only <f ) R is a domairl. 
Proof. WC denote by D also ;IIC extension of LB to R. 
(a) 9 is a Q-ideal by [S, Theorem 2, p. 2323. Since coheight 9 = 1 and since ‘0 
is not a %-ideal, then, by Lemma 5, 9 is necessarily the biggest P-ideal contained 
in lk 
(b) Let P be a Q-ideal of R. Then, Pk is a V-ideal ot and- c\.?nsequently. Pfi 
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is contained in 9. Then, we have PC p fl R. On the other hand, 9 f~ R is clearly 
a g-ideal of R. Thus, .Y fl R is the biggest a-ideal of R. 
(c) If R is a domain, we have p n R = (0), hence (0) is the biggest 9 -ideal of 
R. i.e., R is g-simple. 0 
Theorem 7. Let (R, M) be a Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple local domain 
and let (R, M) be its.compfetion. Then, the following stcttements are equivalent: 
(i) The grade of R is equal to one. 
(ii) In R, (0) has a prime divisor 6F of coheight one. 
ln this ct;se, 9 sutisfies the following properties: 
(a) 9 is the biggest x(R)-ideal of R. 
(b) 9 contains all the other prime divisors of (0) in R. 
(c) if the dimension of R is 12, then 9 is an embedded prime divisor of (0) 
in R. 
Proof. Let T( 1) be the intersection of the R, where P runs through the set of the 
prime ideals of R that are not maximal. The grade of R is equal to one if and on!y 
if A4 is an associated prime of a principal ideal, hence if and only if T( 1) f R. 
Now, every Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R is also a Hassc-Schmidt derivation of 
every Rp, hence of T( 1). Thus, the conductor C of T( 1) in R is an X( R)-ideai of 
R. Since R is Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple, C is either equal to (1) or (0), 
which implies that either T( 1) = R or T( 1) is not a finite R-module. Then, we 
have T( 1) # R if and only if T( 1) is not a finite R-module, hence if and only if in 
R, (0) has a prime diylisor 9 of coheight one [4, Proposition 1.1, p. 2961. 
Now, by Proposition 6, 9 is the biggest x(R)-ideal contained in k. Then, 9 
contains the other r,rime divisors of (0) in R that we know to be Z(R)-ideals by 
[8, Theorem 2, p. 2321. Finally, if the dimension of R is 22, then the dimension of 
R is ~-2 and p cannot be a minimal prime ideal of R; thus 9 is an embedded 
prime divisor of (0). •1 
Corollary 8. Let (R, M) be a Hasse-Schmidt differentially simple local domain of 
grade one. Let D be any Hasse-Schmidt derivation of R such that D(M)gM. 
Then R is D-simple. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 7 and Proposition 6. 0 
Remark. Theorem 7 gives a way to obtain local domains (R, M) in the comple- 
tion of which the ideal (0) has an embedded prime divisor of coheight one. 
Evidentiy, wanting to have an embedded prime divisor of coheight r z 1, one just 
needs to consider R[X,, . . . , X,~_ ,]tM,X ,.,,, x 
. ,..,)’ where X!, . . . , X,_ , are indeter- 
minates. 
3. Henselization of a D-simple local ring 
Proposition 9. Let (R, M ) be u locul ring and ( Rh, M h ) its hen.selizstion. Let D 
be u Husse-Schidr deriwtion oJ R. Then, D cm be urziyuel.~~ extended to ti 
Husse-Sciiirlidt derivation i-,s R”. 
Proof. Let (k, k) be the completion of (R. M). By Lemma 4, we know that 
D := 1% ),A can be uniquely extended to a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of fi; 
denote that extension by b : = { 8,,} ,I _,,. Naturally, we can suppose that Rh is a 
subspace of f? [Y, (43.10) p. 1831. Then, WC only have to show that, for every 
n ~0, &,(Rh) C Rh. 
Let x E Rh. By [9, (43.9), p. 1821, there exist an element y E Mh and a 
polynomial J(Y) = Y’ + a,._. , Yr-’ + l - l + a, Y + a,, in R[ Y] with u, j&U’. a,, E M, 
J(y) = 0 such that x E R[ y]s where S denotes the multiplicative set R[ ,$,Iw” n 
R[y]. In order to show that 6,,(x) E Rh, it suffices to show that &!Rjy$ St G !?iy].s 
or equivalently, that 8,,( y) E Ri y] %. ‘We shall do this by induction on yi. 
For n = 0, we have &,( y) = y E R[yjs. No~.v, let n > 0 and supyosc that 
$(y) E R[yls for every j such that 0 5 j 5 n - 1. Since _$ + a,_ Iyrm ’ + l - + 
a,_!’ + a,, = 0, we have C:‘_,, 8,,(a,y’) = 0. 
For ir 1. we have 
II- 1 
~,,(‘iY’)=U,~,,(.Y’!+ 2 ~,,_,(a,)~,(p’)~(r,S,,(y’) mod R[y],; 
, -0 
rlso 
- IJ ’ J’-%,(J) mod R[y], . 
and tharcfore 
A,,(a,y’ ) = ia,y’- ’ &,(J) mod R[_& . 
Since wt’ ars~ have &(l;(,,) E R c R[ ~1,~. wz obtait-+ t&t 
Since y E M” Ti R[ yj ant u, E R[ y ]\M” I I .“r[ _v!, we have c: _ , iu,f ’ E R[y]\ 
A#’ f~ I?[ y] = S and therefore 8,,( ;,J) E R[ y15. Cl 
10 P. Brumatti e! d. 
Remark. In the above proof, it was shown in particular that 6, could be uniquely 
extended to Rh. This shows that any derivation of a local ring can be uniquely 
extended to a derivation of its henzelization. 
Theorem 10. Let (R, M) be a iocal nng and 9 a set of Hasse-Schmidt derivations 
of R such that R is %simple. Then, the henseii’zation of R is a 9 -simple domain. 
Proof. By the previous proposition, every Hasse-Schmidt derivation D E 9 can 
be uniquely extended to a Hasse-Schmidt derivation of its henselization 
(Rh, Mh); denote that extension by D also. In this way, 9 can be considered as a 
set of Hasse-Schmidt derivations of Rh. Let P C, ;ulh be the biggest g-ideal of Rh; 
by Lemma 5 P is a prime ideal of Rh. Now, it is clear that P n R is a g-ideal of R 
that is not equal to R, hence that is equal to (0). By [2, Theorem B, p. 3631, R is 
a domain and its integral closure has only one maximal ideal. Then, by [9, 
(43.20), p. 1871, P is the only prime divisor of (0) in Rh. Since furthermore the 
zero ideal of Rh is a radical ideal [9, (43.20). p. 1871, then we obtain that P = (0), 
hence rhat R” is a !&simple domain. El 
Corollary 11. Let (R, M) be a local ring of characteristic zero that is dqferentiaily 
siimple. Then, its henzelr’zation is a differentia!!y simple domain. 
Proof. Since R is differentially simple, it contains a field, namely {x E R 1 D(x) = 
0 for every derivation D}. Since furthermore R has characteristic zero, then R 
contains the rational numbers. Then, to say that R is differentially simple is 
equivalent to say that R is 5?-silkpl e l -t l for the set of Hasse-Schmidt derivations 
,01 = { { d”ln!},,,, 1 d E Der(R)}. Then, by the previous theorem, the henselization 
Rh of R is C&simple, equivalently, Rh is Der( R)-simple and, a fortiori Rh is 
differentially simple. 0 
Theorem 12. L,e_t p be a prime keger or zero. Then there exists a local domain 
(R, M) such #at: 
(a) R is hensehan. 
(b) Dimension(R) = 2, grade(R) = E . 
(c) R is X’(R)-aimp&. 
(d) In the completion k, (0) has an embedded prime divisor of coheight one. 
(e) The intersection of the (l&)3 where P runs through all the height-one prime 
ideals is integral over R, but is not a finite R-module. 
if) R is a D-simple for every Hasse-Schmidt derivation D such that D(M) g M. 
Proof. Let A be the dimension-two, grade-one local domain and D’ the Hasse- 
Schmidt derivation constructed in Theorem 3. Let R be the henselization of A and 
denote by D’ also the extension of D’ to R. By Theorem 10, R is a X(R)-simple 
domain, and clearly, R is henselian. F3y [9, (4X10), p. 1831, the completion of R is 
Difjmwtiul simplicity 11 
the same as the completion of A. thus dim R = dim I? = dim A = 2, grade(R) = 
grade@) = grade(A) = 1 and in /i, (0) J - Ids tisl embedded prime divisor of coheight 
one. Then, denoting by r( 1) the intersection of the R,‘s where P runs through all 
the height-one prime ideals of R, we know that T( 1) is not a finite R-module [4, 
Proposition 1.1, p. 2961. However, by [2, Theorem B, p. 3631, above every 
height-one prime ideal of R, lies exactly one prime ideal of the integral closure of 
R, and therefore T( 1) is integral over R. Now, if 58 is any Hasse-Schmidt 
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